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ABSTRACT 
Let (F, 6) be a pair of matrices defined over an arbitrary field, F n X n, G n X m. 
Consider the natural action of GL, X GL, on this pair given by (F, 6) * 
(gFgmm’,gGhml), where (g,h)EGL,XGL,. This action is of interest in system 
theory as well as the representation theory of quivers. In this paper we study the 
stabilizer subgroup of this action stab( F, G), i.e. 
{(g, h) E GL, xGL,,JgFg-’ = F, gGh_’ = G} 
INTRODUCTION 
This note is concerned with studying the stabilizer subgroups of pairs of 
matrices (F, G) with F n X 12, G n X m (and the entries in a field k), under 
the natural action of GL, X GL, (GL, = group of invertible 1 x I matrices for 
I>, 1) given by (F,G)-(gFg-‘,gGh-‘) for (g, h)EGL, xGL,. This ac- 
tion comes up naturally in system theory, and in the representation theory of 
quivers. 
First, from the system theoretic side, recall that a finite dimensional 
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wheretEZ,FannXnmatrix,Gannxmmatrix,HapXnmatrix,allwith 
entries in an arbitrary field k, and where x(t) E k”, u(t) E k”, y(t) E kp. k” is 
called the state space, k” the input space, and kP the output space. 
Now taking an initial state x(O) = 0, given an input sequence u(O), 
u(I),..., we can solve (1) recursively, and show that y(O) = 0, and for t > 1 
t-1 
y(t) = c HFf-‘-lGu(i). (2) 
i=O 
The equation (2) thus defines an input output map fz, i.e., fr assigns to the 
input sequence u(O), u(l), . . . , the output sequence y(O), y(l), . . . . Now, as has 
been noted in many places (see e.g. [5]), if we change basis in the state space 
k”, the triple (F, G, H) defined by the system Z will be transformed to a 
triple (gFg_‘, gG, Hg-‘) for some g E GL,, and this triple defines a system 
Zg as in (1). It is immediate that fx = fxg, i.e., from an input-output point of 
view the systems Z and Zg are identical. If we are only interested in the 
control part of the system (1) (again see [5]), then we need only consider the 
natural GL, action on pairs (F, G) considered above. The orbits of this action 
have been studied also in many places, e.g. [l], [5], and [12]. 
More generally, given a linear system Z, the state space X is usually given 
as an abstract vector space, i.e. without choice of a natural basis. If dim X = n, 
choosing a basis amounts to defining an isomorphism of X with k”, and since 
this isomorphism is not canonical we must consider the GL, action on (F, G) 
induced by change of basis in k”, i.e. the GL, action given above. Now if the 
input space is only known abstractly as well, then assuming this space has 
dimension m, we must consider the GL, action on (F, G) given by (F, G) ++ 
(F, Gh-‘) for h E GL,, which is induced by a change of basis in k”. For 
more motivation about such questions, see [9]. 
From the point of view of representation theory, the pair (F, G) corre- 
sponds to a representation of the quiver 
and equivalent representations are defined via the above action of GL, X GL, 
on such pairs. This quiver however is wild (this terminology is due to Gabriel 
[2]; see also Hazewinkel [4] for a system theoretic discussion of such ques- 
tions), and in particular the orbit space structure is not well understood. 
We now suppose that our field of definition k is algebraically closed, so 
GL, and GL, are algebraic groups. Then taking a cue from the geometric 
invariant theory of Mumford [lo], in understanding the orbits of pairs of 
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matrices under the action of GL, XGL,, the first thing to do is to identify 
the orbits of maximal dimension, or equivalently to identify pairs where the 
stabilizer subgroup has minimal dimension. This will give us the so-called 
regular points of the GL, X GL, action, and is the main topic of our paper. 
Such a program for the GL, action on pairs has been carried out e.g. in 
[l], [5], and [12], where the reader may also find more “moduli space” 
motivation for considering such a problem. It turns out however that in the 
case considered here, the problem is considerably harder, and at this point we 
can give a solution in only several special cases. However, in such cases, we 
will be able to answer a question brought up by Hazewinkel and Kalman in 
[5]. Moreover, we do succeed (see Theorem 2.6 below) in getting a rather 
general formula relating the stabilizer subgroup of (F, G) with respect to 
GL, X GL, to the stabilizer subgroups of (F, G) with respect to GL, and 
GL, taken individually. 
In Section 1 of this paper we review some results for the GL, action on 
pairs (F, G) relying on [12]. In Section 2 we tackle the main problem. 
Notation and Temirwlogy 
(i) k will denote an arbitrary field. 
(ii) M,,,(k) : = space of T X s matrices with entries in k. 
(iii) Given (F, G) E M,,,(k)x M,,,(k), we say that (F, G) is completely 
reachable if 
rank[G FG .a. F”-‘G] = n. 
See [7], [9] for an explanation of this terminology. 
(iv) For (F, G) E M,, ,,( k) x M,,,(k), we consider F as a linear map from 
k” + k”, and G as a linear map from k” - k”. Then we call k” the state 
space, and k” the input space. For system theoretic reasons (see [7]) we will 
always assume that n >, m. 
(v) Given a set X and a group G acting on X, we denote the orbit of 
r E X by O,(r), and the stabilizer subgroup of x in G by stab,(x) : = {g E 
G]gx = x}. If the reference to the group G is clear, we will drop the subscript 
G and denote the orbit by O(x) and the stabilizer by stab(x). 
(vi) GL, : = the group of n x n invertible matrices with entries in the 
field k. 
(vii) We will use some standard terminology from the theory of algebraic 
groups and geometric invariant theory. A good reference for the former is 
Humphreys [6], and for the latter, Mumford [lo]. 
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1. COMPLETE REACHABILITY AND THE STABILIZER SUBGROUP 
OF A MATRIX PAIR 
For use in Section 2, we go over some results stated in [12] about the 
stabilizer subgroup of a pair (F, G) E M,, .(k)X M,,,(k) with respect to the 
GL, action given by (F, G) + (@g-l, gG) for g E GL,. k here is an arbi- 
trary field. We translate this into a module theoretic problem: 
REMAFLK 1.1. Given (F,G)E M,,,(k)x M,,,(k), let M: = k” be re- 
garded as a k[X]-module (k[X] is the polynomial ring in X over k) in the 
standard way, i.e. X. 0 : = F(u) for v E k”. Let M’ be the k [ Xl-submodule of 
M generated by the columns of G and let 
stab,,JF,G):=(gEGL(n,k)]gF=Fg,gG=G) 
be the stabilizer of (F, G) under the above action of GL, on M,, ,(k)x 
M,,,(k). Then to say that gF = Fg means that g defines a k[ Xl-automor- 
phism of M, and given such an automorphism, the condition gG = G means 
that g is the identity on the k [ Xl-submodule M’. 
This leads to our first proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R be a commutative ring with unity, V an 
R-module, V’ c V an R-s&module. Denote by 8 the group of R-automor- 
phisms of V which are the identity on v’. Then there exists a natural 
sequence of groups 
0 + Hom,(V/V’,V’) z 4 1; Aut,(V/V’), 
where Hom.(V/V’,V’) is given its natural structure as an additive group. 
Proof. First we let v : L? + Aut a( V/V’) be the natural homomorphism 
from g to Aute(V/V’). Then 
ker v = {g E GJgx - x E V’ for every x E V}. 
We must show that ker v + Hom.(V/V’, V’). Define ‘p : ker v + 
Hom,(V/V’,V’) by letting q(g)(X): = gx - x for g E ker v, X E V/V’, and x 
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a representative of I!. Then it is easy to check ‘p is well defined and 
cp(&) = q(g)+ cp(g’)* 
To show CJJ is an isomorphism we define an inverse. First note we have an 
exact sequence of R-modules 
o-v-: v: v/v-+0. 
Define $ : Hom,(V/V’, V’) + 6’ by #(a) : = id + i 0 a 0 P, where (Y E 
Horn,,, V/V’,V’) and id is the identity map on V. Note that $(a) E 8 [it is 
clear that $(a) I V’ is the identity, and the inverse of #(a) is id - i 0 cx 0 r], 
and it is trivial to check that $- ’ = cp. n 
RJMAnKs 1.3. 
(i) In the notation of Remark 1.1 we have that (F, G) is completely 
reachable if and only if M’= M. Then from (1.2), taking R = k[X], V= M, 
V’ = M’, we see that if (F, G) is completely reachable, then C? = stabcl,<F, G) 
= {identity}. This result is very well known (see e.g. [9, pp. 42-431) and can 
be proven using completely elementary methods. 
(ii) The converse-that staboJF, G) = {identity} 
completely reachable-is unfortunately false over an 
example, if k = Z/22, consider 
implies that (F, G) is 
arbitrary field k. For 
F=(; ;), G=(y). 
Then stab,-.,JF,G)= {identity}, but it is easy to check that (F, G) is not 
completely reachable. The point is that we may have in the exact sequence of 
Proposition 1.2 that V’ s V, but Auts(V/V’) = 0 and Homs(V/V’,V’) = 0. 
It turns out however that in the case of interest to us the above example is 
the only kind of pathology that can occur: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let R be a principal ideal domain, V a finitely generated 
torsion R-module, V’ 5 V a nonzero R-submodule. Then if V/V’ is not 
isomorphic to B/2Z, 4 * (identity) (notation as in (1.2)). 
Proof. We first set some notation. Given an arbitrary finitely generated 
torsion R-module N, if p E R is a nonzero prime, then let N(p) : = {n E N ] p’n 
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= 0 for some r > O}. Then it is standard that 
Ne Cl3 N(P) p prime 
PfO 
and 
N(p) = R/p”‘@ - . . @R/p’s for l<v,<... <vs. 
Now note that if p and q are nonzero distinct primes in R, (p) + (9) = 1, and 
therefore the Chinese remainder theorem applies. This implies that (R/p’), 
= 0, where for an R-module N’ and a prime p E R, Ni denotes the locahza- 
tion of N’ at the prime ideal (p). 
We now consider two cases: 
(i) For every nonzero prime p E R such that Vi * 0, Vi = VP. Then from 
our above remarks, this implies that V p V’ @V/V’ as R-modules, and 
Hom,(V/V’,V’) = 0. Thus from Proposition 1.2, 4 G Aut#/V’). But then 
it is an easy exercise to show that if V/V is not isomorphic to Z/2& then 
Aut a( V/V’) * (identity}. 
(ii) There exists p E R, a nonzero prime such that 0 * Vi s V,. Then from 
Proposition 1.2 it is enough to show Hom,(V/V’,V’) * 0, and so we are 
reduced to showing that Hom,(( V/V’)( p)) f 0. But 
V/V'(p) E R/p’% . + . @R/p”<, 
V’(p) z R/p”‘@ . . . @R/p’“. 
If pi > vi, we have the natural R-homomorphism 
R/pP’ -+ R/p”‘. 
If pi < vi, we have the R-homomorphism 
R/P 
pY1-rl 
PI + R/p”’ 
defined by multiplication by p”l-l*l. n 
COROLLARY 1.5. Zf k s Z/22, then stab(F, G) = {identity} if and only if 
(F, G) is completely reachable. 
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Proof Immediate from Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.4. w 
REMARKS 1.6. 
(i) Over C, GL(n,C) forms an algebraic group, and so for (F, G) E 
M,,,(C) X M,,,(C) we can take the dimension of the subgroup stab( F, G) c 
GL( n, C) in the sense of an algebraic variety. Then in [l] it is proven that 
dimstab(F, G) = 0 if and only if (F, G) is completely reachable. This of 
course is trivial to derive from (1.5) in the more general case when k is an 
arbitrary algebraically closed field. See [12, p. 51, (1.5)]. 
(ii) Over C, Hyman Bass has provided us with an elegant proof of the fact 
that dim stabol,(F, G) = 0 if and only if (F, G) is completely reachable. As in 
Remark 1.1, we let M = C ” be regarded as a C[ Xl-module via F, and M’ c M 
the C[ Xl-submodule generated by the columns of G. Then again M’ = M if 
and only if (F, G) is completely reachable, and 
stabo,iF,G)= {cx: M+ M]aisaC[X]-automorphism 
and a I M’ = identity}. 
Now stab,,JF, G) is an algebraic group, and so if we pass to the 
associated Lie algebra C of stabo,JF, G) by differentiating, we get that 
C = { (Y’ : M -+ M 1 a’ is a C [ X]-endomorphism and (Y’ I M’ = 0} 
s Hom,i,](M/M’, M). 
But dim, C = dim, stabcrJF;, G), and clearly dim, & = 0 if and only if 
M = M’. Note this also gives a way of computing the dimension of 
stabo,JF, G) in terms of the invariant factors of M and M/M’. 
2. ON BASIS CHANGES IN THE INPUT SPACE 
Let us consider (F, G) E M,, ,,(k)x M,,,(k) with n > m and k an arbi- 
trary field as in Section 1. Then regarding G as a linear mapping from 
k” + k”, we see that change of basis in the input space will induce an action 
of GL, on M,,,(k)x M,,,(k) by (F, G) ++ (F, Gh-‘), where h E GL,. Set 
Q: = GL, xGL,. Th en in this section we want to study the natural action of 
Q on M,,,(k) X M,,,(k) induced by considering change of bases in both the 
state and input spaces, i.e. the action given by (F, G) * (#g-l, gGh-‘) for 
(g, h) E Q. 
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As mentioned in the introduction and as will be further motivated below 
(see also [12]), it will be essential to study the stabilizer subgroup of Q of this 
action. This leads us to the following: 
LEMMA~.~. LetrankG=r,and(g,,h,)EQsuchthat 
=:Go, 
where I, is the r X r identity matrix. Consider GL, to be a subgroup of GL, 
via the natural embedding 
for A E GL,. Then there exists a natural isomorphism 
Proof. Set p: = gOFg; ‘. We first claim that stabo(p, G,) z stabQ(F, G) 
via (g, h) - (gi’gg,, hi’hh,). Indeed, 
gpg- ‘=P and gG,h-l=G, 
* gg,Fg,‘g-’ = g,Fg;’ and gG,h-’ = G, 
- g,lgg,Fg,‘g-lg, = F and g~lgg,g~lG,h,h~‘h-‘h, = g,‘GOhO 
e (g;kgO, h;‘hh,) E st+,(F,G), 
since by definition g, -lG,h, = G. Similarly one may show that 
Stab,,,,(G,> 1 stab,,_(G) via g -,&kg,, 
staboJ i;) 1 stab,,1 F) via g - go ‘gg, , 
stab,,JG,) 1 stab,,_(G) via h --* ht’hh,. 
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We are therefore reduced to the case in which (F, G) = (P, G,) and g, and ha 
are the identity elements in their respective groups. 
Now it is easy to compute that (g, h) E stabQ(G,) if and only if 
A B 
g= 0 C’ 
i 1 
where AE GL,, C E GL,_,, E E GL,_,, B E M,,._,(k), DE M,_,,,(k). 
[Note that by stabo(G) we mean the set (g, h) E Q such that gGh_’ = G for 
G n x m.] Consequently we see that 
where A, B, C, D, E are defined as above. But note that 
and that this factorization is unique. Moreover, one can check that 
stab,,lC$) = ( (: E)lB E M,,,_,(k), C E GL,_,, and 
Z is the T X r identity matrix 
i 
It is also trivial to check that 
stabolG,) = ( (A z)iD E M,_,,,(k), E E GL,,_,, and 
Finally, note that 
I is the r X r identity matrix . 
($ :)=(;4 :‘)!L i) ~kwly. 
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Thus given 
the map 
defines an isomorphism 
stabo(P, G,) 1 [(stabc&GO)GL,)nstab,,lP)] ~stabo~,,<G,), 
from which the formula for the general case of (F, G) asserted in lemma 
follows immediately by our preceding argument. n 
REMARKS 2.2. 
(i) We will now work over k = k; an algebraically closed field. Then our 
groups GL,, GL,, and Q are algebraic groups, and hence we can take the 
dimensions of their algebraic subgroups in the sense of the dimension of an 
algebraic variety. 
(ii) We want to characterize those pairs (F, G) such that stabo(F, G) has 
minimal dimension. Indeed, following the terminology of Mumford [lo], we 
will say that (F, G) is regular if dimstabP( F, G) is minimal. Let U denote the 
set of regular pairs (F, G). From the upper semicontinuity of the dimensions 
of orbits [lo], since U consists of pairs with orbits of maximal dimension, 
U c M,, Jk)x M,,,(k) is a Zariski open subset. From the point of view of 
geometric invariant theory, it is essential to identify U. Such questions are 
closely connected to moduli problems as well as representation theory [12]. 
(iii) Let V,,, c M, ,,( k)X M, ,(k) be the Zariski open subset of com- 
pletely reachable pairs.‘Then from Remarks 1.6, V,,, is precisely the set of 
regular points with respect to the CL, action on M, ,( k)~ M, ,(k). Actually 
one may even show that the completely reachable pairs are the prestable 
points of the GL, action, and the SL, stable points of the induced SL, action 
(see [ 11, [ 121). From these facts, one can conclude the existence of a geometric 
quotient r: V,, m -+ CJR,,, (see [lo]), and this geometric quotient has been 
shown to be a moduli space in [5]. In Kalman [8], Em,,, was first explicitly 
constructed as a smooth quasiprojective algebraic variety. 
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With this motivation, we will derive now a formula in order to compute 
dim stabo( F, G): 
LEMMA 2.3. Let rr, l?, c GL, be algebraic subgroups wi_th rl n r, = (1). 
For each g, E r,, set rl,g,: = (g E Qk,F = Fgg&. fim rl,g, = s%-,(F) 
as algebraic varieties (note that IYl, g, need not be a group) whenever 
f,, g, # 0 . 
Proof. We suppose that Ti, g, f 0. Then there exists an element g E f,, g, 
such that for every g E l?l,g, we have that 
a-‘F = &,Fg,‘g-’ 
= F&g;lg-’ 
which means that &-’ E stabr,(F). Conversely, let h E stab,.F), and g E 
fl, 92. Then hg E rl, gz. Indeed, to see this, just note that hgg,F = hFggz = 
Fhgg,. n 
LEMMA 2.4. Let rl, I’, be as in (2.3). Let rz = (g E r,lrl,, #la}. Then 
dim stab r,r,(F) = dimstab,l(F)+dimstabrz(F)+dimO(I,, I,, F), 
where 8(r,, r,, F) = {gFg_‘lg E pz) is the orbit of F under conjugation by 
iTz. 
Proof, We clearly have by (2.2) that 
= lJ stab,,(F) 
g E FS 
= stab,,(F) x iz. 
Now we claim that stabfz(F) = stabr,(F). Indeed, if g, E I2 is such that 
g,F = Fg,, then clearly rl,g, ~0 (e.g., it contains the identity) and hence 
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g, E i;,. In particular, g, E stabF,(F). The converse is trivial. Then since 
dim rx = dimstabfz(F)+dimO(r,, r,, F), we have the result. H 
LEMMA 2.5. Notation as in Lemma 2.1. Set 
(k),CEGL,_,,Itherxridentity 
G:=( [;: :)I AEGL,,Ithe(n-r)x(n-r)identity 
T: = (stabojG,).GL,)nstabc,jF), 
where fi = gOFgil (as in the proof of Lemma 2.1). Then 
dimT=dimstabr,(~)+dimstabr2(~)+dimO(I’,,r2,~), 
where 
with A any element of GL, for which there exist B E M,,,_,(k), C E GL,_, 
such that 
Proof. Immediate from the proof of Lemmas 2.1,2.3, and 2.4 above. H 
We thus have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.6. Notation as in Lemmas 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5. Then 
dimstabg( F, G) = dimstab&F, G)+dimstab~l_(G)+dimstab,,~g,Fg,’) 
+dimO(stab,,,jG), GL,,g,Fg,‘). 
Proof. From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5 we have that 
dim stabo( P, G, ) = dim T + dim stabcL,,( G ) 
= dimstab,,( @)+dimstabr2(p) 
+dimstabo”{G,)+dimO(r,, r,, F). 
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But again from the definitions of Ii and I, and the proof of Lemma 2.1 
[noting in particular that Ii = stab,,iG,)], we have that 
dimstabo( F’, G,) = dimstab& F’, G,) +dim stab&P) +dimstabo_(G,) 
+dimB(r,, r , F), 
from which the general result follows immediately. n 
In two special cases now we can almost immediately calculate the regular 
points of M,, J k) X M,,,(k) relative to the action of Q: 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let m = 1. Then dimstabg(F, G) > 1, and = 1 if and 
only if (F, G) is completely reachable. 
Proof. We first show that if T = rank G = 1 (i.e., G is of maximal rank), 
then 
dimstabo,~gaFg~‘)+dim8 = 1, 
where 8 : = Q(staboL,(G), GL,, g, Fg; ‘). 
We can clearly assume that g, = identity, and G = G,. Now stab,,{ F) is a 
closed connected subgroup of CL, = k* and hence must be either the identity 
or k* itself. If stabo(F)= k*, then for every a E k*, 
so that dim 8 = 0. On the other hand suppose that stab,,{ F) = identity. Now 
for any a E k*, there exist I? E M,.._,(k), C E GL,_, such that 
(e.g., we can choose C = al,_, and B = 0). Consequently, 
and since dimstabo,( F) = identity, dim 8 = 1. This proves that in general 
dimstabo,(gaFg~‘)+dimO = 1 when r = 1. 
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Next, from Theorem 2.6 we have that 
dimstabo(F, G) = dimstabc,jF, G)+dimstab,,_(G) 
If r = rank G = 0, then stab,,“(G) = GL,, and so from the above argument 
dimstabo(F, G) > 1. We now show that if (F, G) is completely reachable, 
dimstabo(F, G) = 1. Indeed, from Remarks 1.6, dimstaboliF, G) = 0, and 
since r = m = 1, we have that dimstab &G) = 0. Thus we are done, by the 
preceding argument. Conversely suppose that (F, G) is not completely 
reachable. Then from Remarks 1.6, dimstab,, (F, G) >, 1. Now if r = 0, then 
dimstabclJG)= 1. If T = 1, then dimstab,,J&Fgg,‘)+dimO = 1. In either 
case dim stabo( F, G) > 1, which completes the proof of the corollary. n 
COROLLARY 2.8. Notation as in Theorem 2.6. Suppose that n = m. Then 
dimstabo(F, G) > n and takes the minimum precisely when G has maximal 
rank n and F is nonderogatory, i.e. when F admits a cyclic basis vector. 
Proof We may clearly assume (notation as in Theorem 2.6) that g, = 
identity and G = G,. 
m(rank G) = n2 - nr. Set 
Now if r = rankG, then dimstabo&G) = m2 - 
d, = dimstab&F, G), 
d 2 = dim stab,,1 F) , 
d,=dim0. 
Thus we have that 
dimstabQ(F, G) = n2-nnr+d,+d,+d,. (*) 
Next note that if r = n, by Gantmacher [3], d, > n and takes on the 
minimum n precisely when F in nonderogatory. Moreover when r = n, we 
have that (F, G) is completely reachable, and hence d, = 0. Also it is 
immediate to check that in this case 8 = (F), i.e. d, = 0. Hence if r = n, and 
F is nonderogatory, then dimstabQ(F, G) = n. Note that from ( * ) if T < n, 
then dimstabQ(F, G) > n, so we have shown that n is indeed the minimum. 
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To complete the proof we must show that if dim stabo( F, G) = n, then 
r = n and F is nonderogatory. Actually it is clear by the above that it is 
enough to show r = n. So suppose that r < n. Then from (*) we must have 
r = n - 1, and d, = d, = d, = 0. Consider the set 
@: = A E GL,_,lthereexist b E M,_,,,(k), c E k* such that 
Now~~{aZ,_,~a~k*},sinceforA=aZ,_~wemaysetb=0,acdr:=a. 
Moreover, since d 2 = dim stab,,“_ ,< F) = 0, we must have that 
{(al;)-, ;)F( ‘-2-l 0)) 
has dimension 1, so that d, 2 1, i.e., the fact that d, = 0 implies d, > 0. This 
however contradicts d, = d, = 0, a contradiction which completes the proof 
of the corollary. n 
REMARKS 2.9. 
(i) This remark is due entirely to Dmitri Kanevsky. We would like to 
discuss a bit a procedure for computing 
8 = ~(stab,,jG), CL,, g,Fg,‘). 
We may assume that g, = identity, and that G = G, as before. We first note 
that for B E M,,._,(k), C E GL,_,, 
Replacing B - Z by B, it is clear that in order to compute dim 0 we must 
study that set of A E GL, such that 




L l,F = Fl E M, ,( k)lthere exists A E GL, such that 
i:: O)F=FG 3 
L 2,F = F, E M, ,(k)lthere exists C E GL,_, such that 
L 3,F = 
i 
F3 E 41,“wh ere exists B E M,_,,,(k) and there exists F, E L,, F 
suchthatt: yjF3=F2(i ;)I. 
Then 
Next let 
8=L nL 1.F 3, F’ 
where Fll E M,,,(k), F12 E M,-,,,(k), F2, E M,,,-,(k), F22 E M,,,(k). It is 
then an easy computation to show that 
L l,F z {AF,lApllAE GL,)X[stab,,,lF,,)]F,, 
x 41 [stab&F11 )nstabL,(F12)]. 
0 
We can compute similarly a much more complicated expression for L,, F 
in terms of the stabilizers of F,,, F12, Fzl, F,,. However, until this expression 
can be considerably simplified, it is still very difficult to read off information 
about 13. 
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(ii) Finally, from our above proofs of Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.8 as 
well as the expression for L,, F in (i), it seems that a set of necessary conditions 
for dimstabo(F, G) to be minimal is that F,, be nonderogatory, F,, have 
maximal rank, G have maximal rank, and (F, G) be completely reachable. 
However, it is certainly true that in general these conditions will not be 
sufficient. 
REMARK 2.10. We use the notation of Remark 2.2 (iii) with V,,, the set 
of completely reachable pairs, and 7~ : V,, m + Em,,, m the geometric quotient. 
Then Hazewinkel and Kalman [S] pose the problem of calculating the 
maximal Zariski open subset of 9)1L,, ,. on which there exists a GL, geometric 
quotient. In case n = m we can now answer this question: 
THEOREM 2.11. Notation as in Remark 2.10. Let vn,, n c V,, n be the set of 
all (F, G) with F nonderogatory and G of maximal rank. Let 7~: V,, n -+ 3R,, n 
be the quotient morphism and V: = ~(c~‘,,,). Then V is the maximal open 
subset of %,,, on which there exists a GL(n, k) geometric quotient where 
the action of GL(n, k) is induced by G + Gh-’ (i.e. GL(n, k) here corre- 
sponds to GL(m, k) in the general case). 
Proof. We have GL(n,k)XGL(n,k) acting on M,,,(k)XM,,Jk) as 
above, and in order to be able to distinguish the actions, we will denote this 
by GL(n, k)XGL(m, k) acting on M,,,(k)X M,,,(k), keeping in mind that 
n = m. Now first V, m is a Qinvariant Zariski open subset of M,, ,(k)X 
M, ,(k). Indeed, the invariance is clear, and to see that Vnr,,,, is open, just 
note that the set of G of maximal rank is open in M, ,( k), while the set of F 
nonderogatory is open in M,,,(k). This latter fact' follows because, as we 
commented above, the nonderogatory matrices are precisely the set of 
matrices which have the stablizer subgroup of minimal dimension, and hence 
orbits of maximal dimension, so the fact that the union of all these orbits is 
open follows by upper semicontinuity of the dimension of orbits. Therefore by 
definition of geometric quotient, V is a GL( n, k) geometric quotient of V,, m 
(the existence of a geometric quotient for Vnr,,,, under GL(n, k) actually 
follows trivially from Mumford and Suominen [ll]), and again the existence 
of a GL(m, k) geometric quotient for V is immediate from the definitions. 
The only question that remains is to show that V is the maximal open subset 
of=,, on which there exists a GL(m, k) geometric quotient. This will 
follow if we can show that Vn,, is the maximal open subset of V,, n, on which 
there exists a Q geometric quotient. But (2.3) implies that Vn,,, is the set of 
regular points for the action of Q on M,, ,(k)X M,,,(k), and the required 
conclusion then follows by Mumford [lo, p. lo]. n 
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Finally, the author gratefully thanks I)T. L?mitri Kanevsky for some very 
useful discussions (see especially Remarks 2.9). 
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